**JAPANESE, B.S.**

**PEOPLE**

**FACULTY**

**Charo D’Etcheverry, Professor**  
website: https://alc.wisc.edu/about/faculty/charo-detcheverry  
email: cdetcheverry@wisc.edu  
Areas of Expertise: Classical Japanese literature (especially court fiction & its reception and early kabuki)

**Naomi Geyer, Associate Professor**  
website: https://alc.wisc.edu/about/faculty/naomi-geyer  
etmail: nfgeyer@wisc.edu  
Areas of Expertise: Japanese Language, Language Pedagogy, Pragmatics

**Adam L. Kern, Professor**  
website: https://alc.wisc.edu/about/faculty/adam-l-kern  
etmail: alkern@wisc.edu  
Areas of Expertise: The popular literature, culture, poetry, theater, and visual culture of early modern unto modern Japan (1600-1900). Transcultural comics in Japan (manga, kibyōshi, etc) and beyond.

**Junko Mori, Professor**  
website: https://alc.wisc.edu/about/faculty/junko-mori  
etmail: jmori@wisc.edu  
Areas of Expertise: Japanese Linguistics, Applied Linguistics, Conversation Analysis, Sociolinguistics

**Takako Nakakubo, Faculty Associate**  
website: https://alc.wisc.edu/about/faculty/takako-nakakubo  
etmail: tnakakubo@wisc.edu  
Areas of Expertise: Second Language Acquisition of Japanese, Japanese Pedagogy, Learning Strategies

**Steve Ridgely, Associate Professor**  
website: https://alc.wisc.edu/about/faculty/steve-ridgely  
etmail: steve.ridgely@wisc.edu  
Areas of Expertise: modern Japanese literature, cultural theory, transasian studies